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Citizen Journalism
Where does journalism fit in the media landscape of blogs, tweets, Facebook postings,
YouTube videos, and literally billions of Web pages? Public Journalism 2.0 examines
the ways that civic or public journalism is evolving, especially as audience-created
content—sometimes referred to as citizen journalism or participatory
journalism—becomes increasingly prominent in contemporary media. As the contributors
to this edited volume demonstrate, the mere use of digital technologies is not the
fundamental challenge of a new citizen-engaged journalism; rather, a depper
understanding of how civic/public journalism can inform citizen-propelled initiatives is
required. Through a mix of original research, essays, interviews, and case studies, this
collection establishes how public journalism principles and practices offer journalists,
scholars, and citizens insights into how digital technology and other contemporary
practices can increase civic engagement and improve public life. Each chapter
concludes with pedagogical features including: * Theoretical Implications highlighting
the main theoretical lessons from each chapter, * Practical Implications applying the
chapter's theoretical findings to the practice of citizen-engaged jouranlis, *Reflection
Questions prompting the reader to consider how to extend the theory and application of
the chapter. blogging and other participatory journalism practices enabled by digital
technology are not always in line with the original vision of public journalism, which
strives to report news in such a way as to promote civic engagement by its audience.
Public Journalism 2.0 seeks to reinvent public journalism for the 21st century and to
offer visions of how digital technology can be enlisted to promote civic involvement in
the news.
The Indian media is witnessing an explosive situation with newspaper and magazine
circulations increasing in great numbers and television news channels—in both English
and regional languages—going up by the day. Internet news portals, too, are recording
a good number of hits. Journalism, then, holds tremendous promise for both seasoned
and budding journalists. However, behind every promise, there lurk dangers and
temptations, which must be scrupulously avoided if the basic values of the profession
are to be safeguarded. Otherwise, the relentless spotlight of criticism will turn on
journalism and its practitioners. 21st Century Journalism in India is a path-breaking
book that looks at the practices and theories of journalism in the 21st century. This
collection of writings by practising journalists is perhaps unique in that they have turned
the spotlight on their own profession. The volume is thematically divided into four
sections: - REPRESENTING THE UNREPRESENTED deals with media representation
(or lack of it) of largely ignored sections of society, such as homosexuals, Dalits and
other minorities or weaker groups. - THE PLURALITY OF PRACTICE studies the
coverage of vital areas such as economics, legal issues, science, arts and culture, and
humour. - MEDIA IN PERSPECTIVE looks at different kinds of journalistic practices,
including photojournalism - FUTURE TRENDS discusses newer forms of journalism,
like blogging and citizen journalism.
In the modern hyperconnected society, consumers are able to access news from a
variety of channels, including social media, television, mobile devices, the internet, and
more. From sensationalist headlines designed to attract click-throughs to accusations of
bias assigned to specific news sources, it is more important now than ever that the
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media industry maintains best practices and adheres to ethical reporting. By properly
informing citizens of critical national concerns, the media can help to transform society
and promote active participation. Journalism and Ethics: Breakthroughs in Research
and Practice examines the impacts of journalism on society and the media’s
responsibility to accurately inform citizens of government and non-government activities
in an ethical manner. It also provides emerging research on multimedia journalism
across various platforms and formats using digital technologies. Highlighting a range of
pertinent topics such as investigative journalism, freedom of expression, and media
regulation, this publication is an ideal reference source for media professionals, public
relations officers, reporters, news writers, scholars, academicians, researchers, and
upper-level students interested in journalism and journalistic ethics.
Abstract: After 25 January revolution and high penetration rate of Internet in Egypt, the
media landscape and the circle of news production has been changed. News
production is not any more in news agencies and media organization’ hands after the
propagation of the social media, but it becomes in ordinary citizens’ hands. The
Egyptian citizens are equipped with their mobile phones and Internet access, which
enable them to capture the news instantly and disseminate it to the public online
through different online platforms. A survey has been conducted on 350 Egyptians
undergraduate and graduate students from different private and public universities in
Cairo to examine the perceived credibility and the perceived professional roles of the
citizen journalists’ content. However, it was found that the majority of Egyptian
depends on Internet for information more than other mediums and they usually spend
more than three hours online daily. The most of respondents seek citizen journalists’
content to gratify surveillance needs. The largest portion of the sample has a positive
attitude toward citizen journalists’ content and they perceive it as significantly credible
information. It was found that there are five major factors that affect the perceived
credibility of citizen journalists’ content, which are age, gender of the respondents, the
reliance on Internet of information, the pre-existing experience of producing online
citizen-based news or content before, and seeking such content for surveillance. It was
found also that the Egyptians are more likely to related citizen journalists with the
mobilizer, civic, and adversary journalistic professional roles.
This book explores the current challenges faced by those working in the news media,
focusing on the responsibilities of journalism in advanced democracies. The
contributors investigate key issues facing twenty-first century journalism and offer indepth studies of the UK news media. These detailed analyses provide the basis for
comparison with media in the US, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. The book's
provocative conclusions will provide the groundwork for continuing debate about the
place of journalism in invigorating political processes and democratic functions.
This book explores the symbiotic relationship between various models of democracy
and journalism, including liberal democracy and trustee journalism, deliberative
democracy and public journalism, and participatory democracy and citizen journalism.
Understanding Citizen Journalism as Civic Participation re-conceptualizes citizen
journalism in the context of Habermas’s theory of the public sphere and communicative
action, to examine how citizen journalism practice as civic participation may contribute
to a heathier community and democracy in the civil society context. Citizen journalism
has garnered growing attention owing to the participation of ordinary citizens in the
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performance of news production. Drawing on the authors’ decade-long collaboration on
citizen journalism scholarship, this book posits a theoretical framework that relies on
diverse communication perspectives to understand citizen journalism practice and its
democratic consequences. This book will be of great relevance to scholars,
researchers, professionals and policy makers working in the field of journalism and
media studies, culture studies, and communication studies.
This volume sets out the state-of-the-art in the discipline of journalism at a time in which the
practice and profession of journalism is in serious flux. While journalism is still anchored to its
history, change is infecting the field. The profession, and the scholars who study it, are
reconceptualizing what journalism is in a time when journalists no longer monopolize the
means for spreading the news. Here, journalism is explored as a social practice, as an
institution, and as memory. The roles, epistemologies, and ethics of the field are evolving. With
this in mind, the volume revisits classic theories of journalism, such as gatekeeping and
agenda-setting, but also opens up new avenues of theorizing by broadening the scope of
inquiry into an expanded journalism ecology, which now includes citizen journalism,
documentaries, and lifestyle journalism, and by tapping the insights of other disciplines, such
as geography, economics, and psychology. The volume is a go-to map of the field for students
and scholars—highlighting emerging issues, enduring themes, revitalized theories, and fresh
conceptualizations of journalism.
Essay from the year 2015 in the subject Communications - Journalism, Journalism
Professions, grade: 1,0, Griffith College Dublin, course: MA Journalism & Media
Communication, language: English, abstract: New media arises and with it the readership of
the traditional media coupled declines. Public participation in the news process gives rise to
independent online journalism. Media expansion and the availability of media outputs have
grown simultaneously as both the markets and technology have developed. Portability
transformed the media landscape forever. Blogging given birth to a new generation of citizen
journalists. In 2012 there were about 59.4 million WordPress sites across the world and they
received 3.5 billion views in all. Other content creation forms are gaining more and more
popularity as well: Wikipedia has more than 4.5 million English-language entries - all usergenerated and user-edited. All these platforms enable to share own content. Anyone can
become an author in these times, publish articles and share own content. Though news
organizations get millions of eyes and ears on the ground, citizen journalists present a host of
challenges for media outlets. Citizen contributions pose a difficult, time-consuming and
potentially risky process for publications.
Public trust in the once powerful institutions of the News Establishment is declining. Sharing,
curating and producing news via social media channels may offer an alternative, if the difficult
process of verification can be mastered by social journalists operating outside of the
newsroom. Navigating Social Journalism examines the importance of digital media literacy and
how we should all be students of the media. Author Martin Hirst emphasizes the responsibility
that individuals should take when consuming the massive amounts of media we encounter on
a daily basis. This includes information we gather from online media, streaming, podcasts,
social media, and other formats. The tools found here will help students critically evaluate any
incoming media and, in turn, produce their own media with their own message. This book aims
to both to help readers understand the current state of news media through theory and provide
practical techniques and skills to partake in constructive social journalism.
Mapping Citizen and Participatory Journalism in Newsrooms, Classrooms and Beyond
assesses citizen journalism within the context of hyperlocals, non-profits and large global news
organizations, critically examining various forms of participation by citizen contributors to the
news. The essays included within the book answer questions such as: Does citizen journalism
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close the news participation gap between the Global North and South? How can citizen
journalism enable the socially excluded to overcome marginalization? What are the obligations
of professional news outlets to citizen reporters in war zones? Furthermore, some contributors
critique the ways traditional journalism makes use of non-professional content, while others
propose new analytical frameworks such as reciprocal journalism, connective journalism and
the Appropriation/Amplification Model. The book also investigates efforts to teach ordinary
people journalism skills in Europe, the Middle East and both North and South America. Some
of the programs scrutinized here instill under-represented groups with semi-professional news
values. Other projects support citizen journalism infused with activism such as the
photographers of the favela-based jornalismo popular or the volunteer digital humanitarians
covering global crises and, in doing so, demonstrate new ways to respond to the rise of
grassroots participation in the production of news. The chapters in this book were originally
published as special issues of Journalism Practice.
If everyone with a smartphone can be a citizen photojournalist, who needs professional
photojournalism? This rather flippant question cuts to the heart of a set of pressing issues,
where an array of impassioned voices may be heard in vigorous debate. While some of these
voices are confidently predicting photojournalism's impending demise as the latest casualty of
internet-driven convergence, others are heralding its dramatic rebirth, pointing to the
democratisation of what was once the exclusive domain of the professional. Regardless of
where one is situated in relation to these stark polarities, however, it is readily apparent that
photojournalism is being decisively transformed across shifting, uneven conditions for civic
participation in ways that raise important questions for journalism’s forms and practices in a
digital era. This book's contributors identify and critique a range of factors currently recasting
photojournalism's professional ethos, devoting particular attention to the challenges posed by
the rise of citizen journalism. This book was originally published as two special issues, in
Digital Journalism and Journalism Practice.
This book investigates the role of citizen journalism in railroading social and political changes
in sub-Saharan Africa. Case studies are drawn from research conducted by leading scholars
from the fields of media studies, journalism, anthropology and history, who uniquely probe the
real impact of technologies in driving change in Africa.
Internet research spans many disciplines. From the computer or information s- ences, through
engineering, and to social sciences, humanities and the arts, almost all of our disciplines have
made contributions to internet research, whether in the effort to understand the effect of the
internet on their area of study, or to investigate the social and political changes related to the
internet, or to design and develop so- ware and hardware for the network. The possibility and
extent of contributions of internet research vary across disciplines, as do the purposes,
methods, and outcomes. Even the epistemological underpinnings differ widely. The internet,
then, does not have a discipline of study for itself: It is a ?eld for research (Baym, 2005), an
open environment that simultaneously supports many approaches and techniques not
otherwise commensurable with each other. There are, of course, some inhibitions that limit
explorations in this ?eld: research ethics, disciplinary conventions, local and national norms,
customs, laws, borders, and so on. Yet these limits on the int- net as a ?eld for research have
not prevented the rapid expansion and exploration of the internet. After nearly two decades of
research and scholarship, the limits are a positive contribution, providing bases for discussion
and interrogation of the contexts of our research, making internet research better for all. These
‘limits,’ challenges that constrain the theoretically limitless space for internet research, create
boundaries that give de?nition to the ?eld and provide us with a particular topography that
enables research and investigation.

This book sheds light on the growing phenomenon of cyberactivism in the Arab world,
with a special focus on the Egyptian political blogosphere and its role in paving the way
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to democratization and socio-political change in Egypt, which culminated in Egypt's
historical popular revolution.
This edited volume discusses the theoretical, practical and methodological issues
surrounding changes in journalism in the digital era. The chapters explore how
technological innovations have transformed journalism and how an international
comparative perspective can contribute to our understanding of the topic. Journalism is
examined within Anglo-American and European contexts as well as in Asia and Africa,
and comparative approaches and methods for journalism studies in the digital age are
evaluated. In so doing, the book offers a thorough investigation of changes in
journalistic norms, practices and genres in addition to providing an international and
comparative perspective for understanding these changes and what they mean to
journalism. Written by both leading scholars and media practitioners in the field, the
articles in this collection are based on theoretical frameworks and empirical data, drawn
from content analysis of newspaper and online coverage, in-depth interviews with news
practitioners, observation on the websites of news organisations and analysis of
journalists on Twitter. The result is a cohesive compilation that offers the reader an upto-date and comprehensive understanding of digital developments in journalism and
comparative journalism studies.
Bachelor Thesis from the year 2013 in the subject Art - Photography and Film, grade:
1,3, Middlesex University in London (Art & Design), language: English, abstract:
Journalism and the whole media industry as we know them today are changing
dramatically. Through the rapid development of smart phones and the improvement of
cameras we are noticing a dramatic change in the way journalism is used and how
photojournalism is affected. The usage of “citizen journalism” has increased
hundredfold and it is still rising. In this dissertation I want to take a closer look on this
new phenomenon to discover if it is becoming a problem for professional
photojournalists and if it affects the way how images are published. Every professional
news agency today has many further sources – such as twitter, Flickr or Facebook - to
choose from, which is advantageous on the one hand, but isn’t it a step in a direction
that could let professional photojournalism “die”? But what are the reasons for that? Is
it the next logical step in the development of photojournalism or is it “killing” the
classical photojournalism, as we know it? In this dissertation I want to find out how
professionals and citizen journalists coexist and what are the possible problems that
this relationship could cause. To understand what citizen journalism is in detail, I want
to take a closer look at the three variations that this kind of journalism has for me. To
find a precise definition is not easy, as this kind of journalism is relatively new and even
sources like Wikipedia don`t find a clear answer. 1. Accidential Journalists In the
broader sense, all eyewitnesses with a smartphone are accidential journalists, as they
witness a situation because they pass by. 2. Amateur Journalists A good example for
amateur journalists are bloggers who might do a lot of research and try to expose
hidden issues. 3. Citizen Journalists Citizens with a clear vision and political or
humanistic interests are best suitable for the term “citizen journalist”.
"Citizen journalism" is the term used to describe journalism-like mass media content
produced and published by non-professional journalists, i.e. everyday people who
produce and publish written, photographic or videographic content for free. Blogs can
also fall under this rubric. This study answers the research question "Why do people
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produce citizen journalism?" To this end, four citizen journalists, affiliated with the
citizen journalism publication Mymissourian.com, were interviewed to discover their
motivations for producing citizen journalism. These interviews were analyzed using a
theoretical framework developed from a synthesis of Weberian social action theory and
Uses and Gratifications Theory. Interview questions sought to discover how the
individuals felt before, during and after generation and publication of their citizen
journalism content, the community's response to the citizen journalism that was
produced, and the citizen journalist's relationship to the professional media of the
community. Motivations for producing citizen journalism were categorized as gratifying
either goal-directed or experiential needs related to sharing online.
Using digital tools such as YouTube and Twitter, ordinary people are collecting and
sharing news that might otherwise never get reported. What does this trend mean for
professional journalism and, ultimately, for democracy? The chapters include examples
of citizen journalism from Britain, Burma, Canada, Iran, Kenya, Palestine, Taiwan, and
the United States.
The Routledge Companion to Digital Journalism Studies offers an unprecedented
collection of essays addressing the key issues and debates shaping the field of Digital
Journalism Studies today. Across the last decade, journalism has undergone many
changes, which have driven scholars to reassess its most fundamental questions, and
in the face of digital change, to ask again: ‘Who is a journalist?’ and ‘What is
journalism?’. This companion explores a developing scholarly agenda committed to
understanding digital journalism and brings together the work of key scholars seeking to
address key theoretical concerns and solve unique methodological riddles. Compiled of
58 original essays from distinguished academics across the globe, this Companion
draws together the work of those making sense of this fundamental reconceptualization
of journalism, and assesses its impacts on journalism’s products, its practices,
resources, and its relationship with audiences. It also outlines the challenge presented
by studying digital journalism and, more importantly, offers a first set of answers. This
collection is the very first of its kind to attempt to distinguish this emerging field as a
unique area of academic inquiry. Through identifying its core questions and presenting
its fundamental debates, this Companion sets the agenda for years to come in defining
this new field of study as Digital Journalism Studies, making it an essential point of
reference for students and scholars of journalism.
This edited volume documents the changes taking place in local community practices
globally. Digital technologies and globalization have forced evolutions in how we go
about producing and consuming journalism, and these essays empirically and
theoretically advance the scholarly conversations about those trends. What does it
mean to serve the information needs of a community in a digitized social world where
so many of our ties – weak and strong – are at least partially maintained in virtual
worlds? With authors and data from all over the world, this work celebrates a
fundamental connectedness to citizens and their community and renews the emphasis
on home as a mandate for any locally focused news organization. The contributions to
this volume explore the "flows" within both digital spaces and geographic places that
are an important foreground to any conversation about what is community today.
Several terms are coined and explored in the volume, including "geosocial journalism"
and "reciprocal journalism" that account for the essentiality of information sharing in
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global public realms to inspire feelings of community belonging. Other chapters include
a review of Patch.com – one of the largest grassroots, digital platforms for journalism –
a survey of how Norwegian community media organizations are adapting to digital
worlds, how Swedish citizen sites operate, and the ethics of community journalists to
advocate for their citizenry regarding digital matters. Venturing towards both optimism
and dismay, the collection argues that understandings of communal borders have
expanded. So even if journalists cannot reach the current locals (such as in Africa as
one chapter relates) or globally transient locals, digital technologies can help relocate
fractured community into a less problematic, virtual space. This requires commitment
on the part of both journalists and citizens to preserve those connections, utilize those
technologies, and exercise those fundamental principles of community journalism that
go back more than half a century. This book was originally published as a special issue
of Journalism Practice.

Explores our developing participatory online culture, establishing the core
principles which drive the rise of collaborative content creation in environments,
from open source through blogs and Wikipedia to Second Life. Argues that what
is emerging is no longer just a new form of content production, but a new process
for the continuous creation and extension of knowledge and art by collarborative
communities: produsage.
This compelling book explores how Egyptian bloggers used citizen journalism
and cyberactivism to chip away at the state’s monopoly on information and
recalibrate the power dynamics between an authoritarian regime and its citizens.
When the Arab uprisings broke out in early 2011 and ousted entrenched leaders
across the region, social media and the Internet were widely credited with playing
a role, particularly when the Egyptian government shut down the Internet and
mobile phone networks in an attempt to stave off the unrest there. But what these
reports missed were the years of grassroots organizing, digital activism, and
political awareness-raising that laid the groundwork for this revolutionary change.
Radsch argues that Egyptian bloggers created new social movements using
blogging and social media, often at significant personal risk, so that less than a
decade after the information revolution came to Egypt they successfully
mobilized the overthrow of the state and its president.
In fundamentally transforming public discourse, electronic media transform the
very conditions of political legitimacy. Ian Cram continues to innovate at the
forefront of the free speech debates by exploring that historical shift in the way
we speak, and therefore in the way we govern ourselves.
Essay from the year 2013 in the subject Communications - Journalism,
Journalism Professions, grade: 1,7, Keele University (Media, Communications &
Culture), course: Making the News, language: English, abstract: "'We are all
journalists now' is a phrase sometimes heard [...] Is this correct? Is it enough to
have a mobile phone camera and an internet connection to be a journalist?"
(Ornebring 2013: 39) When the earthquake and the fifteen-metre hit the coast
near Tokyo on 11 March 2011, it wasn't news reporters or professional journalists
that were the first ones that were on the spot. The most useful footage of the
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horrible events was gathered by the citizens of Sendai, a city on the North East
coast that had been struck by the tsunami. This footage was later used by
several news agencies for their television news reports about the tsunami.
Without knowing it, those people filming the tragic natural disaster had engaged
in a kind of journalism that challenges traditional news gathering and media
habits: citizen journalism. In the following part, I am going to give a definition of
citizen journalism and explain the practises that are used. After that I am going to
show how and to what extent it challenges traditional journalism.
Recent technological advancements have made it possible to use moderated
discussion threads on social media to provide citizens with a means of discussion
concerning issues that involve them. With the renewed interest in devising new
methods for public involvement, the use of such communication tools has caused
some concern on how to properly apply them for strategic purposes. Using New
Media for Citizen Engagement and Participation provides emerging research
exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of how social media should be
added to public-involvement activities such as citizen juries, public deliberation,
and citizen panels. Readers will be offered insights into the critical design
considerations for planning, carrying out, and assessing public-involvement
initiatives. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as citizen
journalism, online activism, and public discourse, this book is ideally designed for
corporate professionals, broadcasters, news writers, column editors, politicians,
policy managers, government administrators, academicians, researchers,
practitioners, and students in the fields of political science, communications,
sociology, mass media and broadcasting, public administration, and communityservice learning.
Citizen Journalism explores citizen participation in the news as an evolving
disruptive practice in digital journalism. This volume moves beyond the debates
over the mainstream news media attempts to control and contain citizen
journalism to focus attention in a different direction: the peripheries of traditional
journalism. Here, more independent forms of citizen journalism, enabled by social
media, are creating their own forms of news. Among the actors at the boundaries
of the professional journalism field the book identifies are the engaged citizen
journalist and the enraged citizen journalist. The former consists of underrepresented voices leading social justice movements, while the latter reflects the
views of conservatives and the alt-right, who often view citizen journalism as a
performance. Citizen Journalismfurther explores how non-journalism arenas,
such as citizen science, enable ordinary citizens to collect data and become
protectors of the environment. Citizen Journalismserves as an important
reminder of the professional field's failure to effectively respond to the changing
nature of public communication. These changes have helped to create new
spaces for new actors; in such places, traditional as well as upstart forms of
journalism negotiate and compete, ultimately aiding the journalism field in
creating its future. ct data and become protectors of the environment. Citizen
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Journalismserves as an important reminder of the professional field's failure to
effectively respond to the changing nature of public communication. These
changes have helped to create new spaces for new actors; in such places,
traditional as well as upstart forms of journalism negotiate and compete,
ultimately aiding the journalism field in creating its future.
Because of the advent of the Internet, traditional journalism is changing.
Advanced technology includes the tools for everyone to publish their thoughts,
feelings, photos, and videos, allowing individuals to be citizen journalists. This
experimental-design study was aimed at discovering the influence of biographies
in people's judgments of the credibility and professionalism of news articles. The
study involved four treatments 1: professional journalist feature article with
professional journalist biography; 2: citizen journalist feature article with
professional journalist biography; 3: citizen journalist feature article with citizen
journalist biography; and 4: professional journalist feature article with citizen
journalist biography. These treatments were used to determine how the 198
study participants judged the work and biography of a traditional journalist
compared to the work and biography of a citizen journalist. Study data was
acquired through an online survey. A credibility scale and a professionalism scale
were used to determine that, based on the articles used in the study, news
consumers do not see professional journalists as more credible than citizen
journalists, although news consumers do see traditional journalists' content as
more professional.
What role can the ordinary citizen perform in news reporting? This question goes to the
heart of current debates about citizen journalism, one of the most challenging issues
confronting the news media today. In this timely and provocative book, Stuart Allan
introduces the key concept of ‘citizen witnessing’ in order to rethink familiar
assumptions underlying traditional distinctions between the ‘amateur’ and the
‘professional’ journalist. Particular attention is focused on the spontaneous actions of
ordinary people – caught-up in crisis events transpiring around them – who feel
compelled to participate in the making of news. In bearing witness to what they see,
they engage in unique forms of journalistic activity, generating firsthand reportage –
eyewitness accounts, video footage, digital photographs, Tweets, blog posts –
frequently making a vital contribution to news coverage. Drawing on a wide range of
examples to illustrate his argument, Allan considers citizen witnessing as a public
service, showing how it can help to reinvigorate journalism’s responsibilities within
democratic cultures. This book is required reading for all students of journalism, digital
media and society.
New media forums have created a unique opportunity for citizens to participate in a
variety of social and political contexts. As new social technologies are being utilized in a
variety of ways, the public is able to interact more effectively in activities within their
communities. The Handbook of Research on Citizen Engagement and Public
Participation in the Era of New Media addresses opportunities and challenges in the
theory and practice of public involvement in social media. Highlighting various
communication modes and best practices being utilized in citizen-involvement activities,
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this book is a critical reference source for professionals, consultants, university
teachers, practitioners, community organizers, government administrators, citizens, and
activists.
This book focuses on media and zeroes in some critical and oppositional aspects of
internet usage within Turkey. It does not radically challenge some works on Turkey’s
recent grand narrative but presents empirical and minor accounts to this. However, in
elaborating the long history of relatively resilient and multilayered oppositional digital
media networks in Turkey, this book insists that an idea of authoritarian turn may be
misleading as the internet communications are exposed to repressive measures and
surveillance tactics from the very beginning of the country’s recent past. While
discussing from citizen journalism practices to political trolls and from Gezi Park
protests to disinformation campaigns, this book pays tribute to digital activists and
points out that mobilizing through digital networks can present glimmers of hope in
challenging authoritarian regimes.
Citizen JournalismGlobal PerspectivesPeter Lang
Journalism, Democracy, and Human Rights in Zimbabwe provides an empirical
analysis of Zimbabwe’s ongoing state of affairs. Bruce Mutsvairo and Cleophas T.
Muneri examine the intersection between journalism, democracy, and human rights to
historicize and critique past successes and failures that have played out in Zimbabwe’s
past, as well as interrogate future challenges that await the nation’s quest for
democratization. The authors examine what role citizen journalists, human rights
activists, professional journalists, and social media dissents could potentially play
toward ending the country’s current adversity. Scholars of journalism, media studies,
communication, African studies, and political science will find this book particularly
useful.
Online media present both old and new ethical issues for journalists who must make
decisions in an interactive, instantaneous environment short on normative standards or
guidelines. This user-friendly text guides prospective and professional journalists
through ethical questions encountered only online. Including real-life examples and
perspectives from online journalists in every chapter, the book examines the issues of
gathering information, reporting, interviewing, and writing for mainstream news
organizations on the Web. It considers the ethical implications of linking, interactivity,
verification, transparency, and Web advertising, as well as the effects of convergence
on newsrooms. It also addresses the question of who is a journalist and what is
journalism in an age when anyone can be a publisher. Each chapter includes a
complex case study that promotes critical thinking and classroom discussion about how
to apply the ethical issues covered.
Citizen Journalism: Global Perspectives' examines the spontaneous actions of ordinary
people, caught up in extraordinary events, and compelled to adopt the role of a news
reporter. This collection of twenty-one chapters investigates citizen journalism in the
West, including the United States, United Kingdom, Europe, and Australia, as well as its
development in other national contexts around the globe, including Brazil, China, India,
Iran, Iraq, Kenya, Palestine, South Korea, Vietnam, and even Antarctica. Its aim is to
assess the contribution of citizen journalism to crisis reporting, and to encourage new
forms of dialogue and debate about how it may be improved in the future. The book
contains contributions by Mark Deuze about 'The Future of Citizen Journalism' and Paul
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Bradshaw about 'Wiki Journalism.
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